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Abstract
Fundamentation: Hepatitis G Virus (GBV-C) is a very common with worldwide distribution virus, although there are few studies 
about it. Most studies relate GBV-C coinfection with HiV as a protective factor. Objective:  the objective of this study was to 
conduct a literature review about hepatitis G virus and its coinfection in patients with HiV. Methods: To perform this systematic 
review we used the electronic databases MeDLine (national Library of Medicine), LiLaCS (Latin american and Caribbean Health 
Sciences) and ScieLo (Scientific electronic Library online), using the following keywords: GB virus C anti-HiV, HiV. results: at the 
end of the electronic research 55 articles were selected, including observational studies, experimental and literature reviews. 
although the protective effect of GBV-C is still controversial in the literature, scientific research indicate that GBV-C brings an 
improvement in the prognosis of patients infected with HiV. Some studies even show an increase in CD4 + T cells count. These 
evidences and the fact that GBV-C is a virus with a wide distribution in the world population show the relevance of studies. 
conclusion: Therefore, additional research become necessary for a better understanding of the virus as an hepatitis agent, as 
well as epidemiological surveys from different regions and studies about its association with HiV.
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resumo
Fundamentação: o vírus da hepatite G (GBV-C) embora pouco estudado é um vírus com grande distribuição e muito comum 
na população mundial. a maioria dos estudos relaciona a coinfecção do GBV-C com o HiV como um fator positivo aos pacientes 
infectados com o HiV. Objetivo: o objetivo deste trabalho foi realizar uma revisão bibliográfica do vírus da hepatite G e a sua 
coinfecção em pacientes positivos para HiV. Métodos: Como métodos de busca para realização desta revisão sistemática 
utilizou-se as bases eletrônicas MeDLine (national Library of Medicine), LiLaCS (Literatura Latino-americana e do Caribe 
em Ciências da Saúde) e ScieLo (Scientific eletronic Library online), usando as seguintes palavras-chave: vírus GB-C agentes 
anti-HiV, HiV. resultados: ao final da busca eletrônica foram incluídos 55 artigos, sendo estes estudos epidemiológicos 
observacionais, experimentais ou revisões bibliográficas. Mesmo que a ação protetora do GBV-C seja controversa na 
literatura, as evidências científicas apontam que o GBV-C traz uma melhora no prognóstico dos pacientes infectados com o 
HiV até mesmo com um aumento na contagem de células T CD4+. Conclusão: estes indícios somados a ampla distribuição 
do vírus GBV-C na população mundial torna relevante que sejam realizados mais estudos deste vírus, tanto para seu melhor 
entendimento como agente de hepatite viral, levantamentos epidemiológicos de diferentes regiões e sua associação ao HiV 
nos pacientes coinfectados.
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INtroDuctIoN

The hepatitis G virus (GBV-C) was discovered throu-
gh studies initiated from the 1960(1) but for not having 
great clinical impact on patients, it was ignored during 
this period. only after studies by Toyoda et al. 1998 and 
Heringlake et al. 1998, the interest in the GBV-C was un-
disputed(2,3). From studies and observations, these resear-
chers proposed that the association between HiV (human 
immunodeficiency virus) and GBV-C could bring beneficial 
results to HiV-positive patients in such a way to slow the 
progression of HiV to aiDS (syndrome acquired immu-
nodeficiency)(2,3). infection with GBV-C is common throu-
ghout the world population(4). Using samples collected 
from different regions of the world, genomic sequences 
of GBV-C were assessed, which revealed the existence of 
six genotypes(1,2,3,4,5,6), which are directly related to the ge-
ographical region origin, suggesting that GBV-C is an an-
cient virus that was disseminated to the migration of the 
population over the years(4).

The GBV-C presents different ways of transmitting 
and the parenteral way is the most important through 
blood transfusions and blood products(5), with its high pre-
valence among intravenous drug users (28.8%), hemophi-
liacs (35.2%), hemodialysis patients (6.8%) and after blood 
transfusion (21.1%)(6).

Studies have demonstrated that GBV-C/HiV coin-
fection would be a positive factor for the HiV-infected pa-
tients where the progression of HiV to aiDS occur more 
slowly(2,3 ). it was also observed that patients who already 
have the disease show a longer survival with lower rates 
of mortality(2,3,7). There are also studies demonstrating 
that co-infection of these viruses leads to an increase in 
the count of CD4 + T cells(7).

The mechanisms that lead to protective action of 
GBV-C remain poorly understood. one of the hypotheses 
that try to explain the reasons for GBV-C minimizes the 
progression of HiV is that GBV-C had an inhibitory effect 
on HiV replication directly, due to the fact that both viru-
ses replicate in peripheral blood mononuclear cells inclu-
ding T CD4+ lymphocytes, T CD8+ and B lymphocytes(7). 
This coinfection could affect cycle stages of HiV as binding 
and fusion to the target cell, reverse transcription, incor-
porating into the genome of the host cell, production of 
pro-virus among others, by decreasing HiV replication wi-
thout increasing cellular toxicity(7).

even if the protective action of GBV-C is controver-
sial in the literature, the scientific evidence shows that 
GBV-C brings an improvement in the prognosis of patients 
infected with HiV. For this reason and because the GBV-C 
is a virus widely distributed in the world population, it is 
important that further studies be performed both for its 

better understanding of viral hepatitis as an agent and by 
its association with HiV in coinfected patients. The aim of 
this study was to perform a systematic review of GBV-C 
and its coinfection in HiV-positive patients, assessing the 
main aspects of viral structure, risk factors associated with 
GBV-C infection and the effect of GBV-C/HiV coinfection in 
coinfected patients.

methoDS

Search strategies

The literature review was performed by the sear-
ch strategy of original articles in electronic databases and 
manual search of citations in initially identified publica-
tions, in accordance with the following keywords: GB-C 
virus, anti-HiV and HiV-1. We used the electronic databa-
ses MeDLine (national Library of Medicine), LiLaCS (La-
tin american and Caribbean Health Sciences) and ScieLo 
(Scientific electronic Library online). a manual search was 
performed in the library of the Campus da Saúde da Uni-
versidade Federal do rio Grande (FUrG). Based on the 
title of articles and abstracts were selected all relevant ar-
ticles to read the full text. reference lists of the selected 
articles were also examined in order to detect the most 
important articles of the area, which were not identified 
in the original search or not included in the databases se-
arched. once all studies have been read, the process of 
writing the review has started.

Inclusion criteria

in this review we include different findings among 
authors, which had repercussions in the scientific commu-
nity at the time of publication. as search limits were inclu-
ded studies in english, Portuguese or Spanish language. 
Taking into account these questions, we selected articles 
that addressed the molecular biology of the GBV-C virus 
and coinfection between GBV-C and HiV, and these studies 
were observational, experimental and literature reviews.

exclusion criteria

We excluded studies with date below 2000, which 
showed no great significance to the scientific community 
and lack of data.

reSultS 

in order to perform this systematic review we used 
55 articles according to the inclusion criteria, among them 
we have observational studies, experimental and literatu-
re reviews.
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among the different subjects studied, 21 articles 
were used for the study of the characteristics of the viral 
particle of GBV-C and its genome. of these, 15 were geno-
mic organization of GBV-C, the properties and functions 
of its structural and non-structural proteins, as well as its 
viral enzymes.

With respect to these 21 studies, two addressed 
the origin and evolution of GBV-C by phylogenetic analysis 
of their genotypes, two approached different genotypes 
of GBV-C in the world and two the different genotypes 
in Brazil. in the study of the replication cycle of proteins 
comprising the GBV-C, we use three studies, one of which 
refers to cell tropism of GBV-C and the other two of the 
possible replication cycle of the viral agent. The transmis-
sion of GBV-C was reviewed in nine articles, which appro-
ached parenteral, sexual and maternal and child routes. 
With respect to forms in the detection and diagnosis of 
GBV-C we used  six studies reffering molecular and sero-
logical diagnosis. regarding the pathogenesis, five studies 
were cited, where we study the behavior of GBV-C and the 
signs and symptoms in infected individuals. Co-infection 
between HiV and GBV-C was investigated in eight studies, 
which approached the beneficial effects of coinfection in 
different populations.  The mechanisms used by GBV-C to 
exert a protective effect in HiV-infected individuals were 
studied in eight articles of our research, which suggest 
different mechanisms of interaction between GBV-C and 
HiV. The future prospects of the viral agent in the scientific 
community was found in three in vitro studies which test 
different proteins of GBV-C virus genome facing the ability 
to inhibit HiV replication. table 1 illustrates among each 
subject studied, the authors used, year, journal published 
and electronic database where articles were found.

DIScuSSIoN

Characteristics of the viral particle and its genome

Based on sequence and genome organization the 
GBV-C is classified as a member of the Flaviviridae family, 
which has three known genera: Flavivirus, Pestivirus and He-
pacivirus(8). as illustrated in figure 1, it is not currently assig-
ned to the GBV-C none of the known genera, but it has been 
proposed that it be assigned to the Hepacivirus genus(8).

GBV-C is a rna viruses represented by a single 
stranded rna with positive polarity(9). its genome has 
9.4 Kb and is organized similarly to HCV as shown in 
figure 2(10,11). The different isolated viral genomes of 
GBV-C have between 9103 and 9392 nucleotides and 
contains one open reading frame (orF) that encodes a 
large polyprotein precursor from 2873 to 2910 amino 
acids(10,11). The open reading frame is located between 

untranslated regions ( UTr ) at the 5’ and 3’ ends of the 
viral genome(6).

The 5’ UTr of GBV-C is highly conserved and is hi-
gher than that of HCV, presenting an internal site of the 
ribosome entry (ireS, internal ribosomal entry site), which 
is responsible for starting the translation of viral rna(12). 
The ireS are essential for translation of the viral genome 
and allow the direct connection of the 40s subunit of the 
ribosome, requiring no pre-boot factor(12). The ireS activi-
ty is lower in GBV-C than in HCV(10).

The translated viral polyprotein is cleaved by a 
combination of proteases from the host cell and viral pro-
teases to then form the viral structural proteins and viral 
enzymes(13). The structural proteins of GBV-C are enco-
ded in the n-terminal region of the orF(13). The structural 
proteins is a capsid derived whose coding regions has not 
yet been completely identified(14), two envelope glycopro-
teins, e1 and e2 forming a heterodimer and are located 
on the surface of the viral particle, and an ion channel 
(p5.6)14), as shown in figure 2(8).

figura 1 - phylogenetic relationship of the family flaviviridae.

figura 2 - Genomic organization and proteolytic processing of 
the HcV and GBV-c(8) virus. With adaptations.
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table 1 - List of topics covered, authors/year, published journal and electronic database found in the articles used in this study.

 Subject  Author/year Journal Electronic 
Database 

Deinhardt, et al. 1967 Journal of Experimental Medicine MEDLINE 
Simons, et al. 1995 Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences MEDLINE 
Simons, et al. 1996 Journal of Virology MEDLINE 
Linnen, et al. 1996 Science MEDLINE 
Leary, et al. 1996 Journal Medicine Virology MEDLINE 
Nakao, et al. 1997 Virology MEDLINE 
Xiang, et al. 1998 Journal of Virology MEDLINE 

Tucker; Smuts, 2000 Journal of Medicine Virology MEDLINE 
Pavesi, 2001 Jounal of Molecular Evolution MEDLINE 

Oliveira, et al. 2002 Memórias do Instituto Oswaldo Cruz LILACS 
Pang, et al. 2002 Journal EMBO MEDLINE 
Xiang, et al. 2002 Journal of virol hepatitis MEDLINE 

Nishiya, et al. 2003 Instituto de Medicina Tropical de São Paulo SciELO 
Penin, et al. 2004 Hepatology MEDLINE 

Berzsenyi, et al. 2005 Journal of Clinical Virology MEDLINE 
Franck, et al. 2005 Journal of Virology MEDLINE 

Berzsenyi, et al. 2006 Journal of infectious diseases MEDLINE 
Appel, et al. 2006 Journal of Biological Chemistry MEDLINE 

Marmor, et al. 2006 Journal of Urban Health MEDLINE 
Mohr; Stapleton, 2009 Journal of Viral Hepatitis MEDLINE 

Characteristics of the 
viral particle and its 

genome 

Mora, et al. 2011 Virology Journal MEDLINE 

Alter, et al. 1997 New England Journal of Medicine MEDLINE 
Fogeda, et al. 1999 Journal Virology MEDLINE 

Replication cycle of 
proteins comprising 

the GBV-C Li, et al. 2006 AIDS MEDLINE 

Feucht, et al. Journal of Clinical  Microbiology MEDLINE 
Novikov, 2000 Abstract of Dissertation for Canditate of Medical Sciences MEDLINE 

Abe, 2001 Japanese Journal of Infectious Diseases MEDLINE 
Halasz, et al. 2001 Scandinavian Journal of Infectious Diseases MEDLINE 

Ribeiro dos Santos, et al. 2002 European Journal of Clinica MEDLINE 
Oliveira, et al. 2002 Memórias do Instituto Oswaldo Cruz LILACS 
Ramia, et al. 2004 International Journal of STD AIDS MEDLINE 

Berzsenyi, et al. 2005 Journal of Clinical Virology MEDLINE 

Transmission of GBV-C 

Hamezani, et al. 2008 Journal Gastrointestin liver disease MEDLINE 

Leary, et al. 1996 Journal of Medicine Virology MEDLINE 
Feucht, et al. 1997 Journal of Clinical  Microbiology MEDLINE 

Gutierrez, et al. 1997 Journal of Medical Virology MEDLINE 
Hassoba, et al. 1998 Journal of Medical Virology MEDLINE 
Tillmann, et al. 2001 New England Journal of Medicine MEDLINE 

Diagnosis and 
detection of GBV-C 

Stapleton, 2003 Seminars Liver Disease MEDLINE 

Linnen, et al. 1997 Journal of Virology Hepatitis MEDLINE 
Halasz, et al. 2001 Scandinavian Journal of Infectious Diseases MEDLINE 

Ilchenko, et al. 2003 Hepatology MEDLINE 
Frrey, et al. 2002 Clinical Infectious Diseases MEDLINE 

Pathogenesis of GBV-C 

Boodran, et al. 2011 Journal of Viral Hepatitis MEDLINE 

Toyoda, et al. 1998 Journal Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndromes MEDLINE 
Heringlake, et al. 1998 Journal of Infectious Diseases MEDLINE 

Lefrére, et al. 1999 Journal of Infectious Diseases MEDLINE 
Sabin, et al. 1999 Journal Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndromes MEDLINE 
Xiang, et al. 2001 New England Journal of Medicine MEDLINE 

Tillmann, et al. 2001 New England Journal of Medicine MEDLINE 
Stapleton, 2003 Seminars Liver Disease MEDLINE 

Coinfection between 
GBV-C and HIV 

Nunnari, et al. 2003 Annals of Internal Medicine MEDLINE 

Xiang, et al. 2001 New England Journal of Medicine MEDLINE 
Nattermann, et al. 2003 AIDS MEDLINE 

Williams, et al. 2004 New England Journal of Medicine MEDLINE 
Xiang, et al. 2004 Lancet MEDLINE 
Xiang, et al. 2006 PLosONE MEDLINE 

Kaufman, et al. 2007 AIDS MEDLINE 
Giret, et al. 2009 AIDS MEDLINE 

Mechanisms of the  
beneficial effect of 
GBV-C against HIV 

Zappia, et al. 2011 Memórias do Instituto Oswaldo Cruz SCIELO 

Martin, et al. 2011 Journal of Colloid and Interface Science MEDLINE 
Fernandez, et al. 2012 Journal of Peptide Science MEDLINE 

Future prospects of 
GBV-C 

Sarah, et al. 2012 PLosONE MEDLINE 
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The C-terminal portion of orF of GBV-C encodes 
nonstructural proteins which are nS2 , nS3 , nS4a, nS4B, 
nS5a and nS5b(15), as shown in figure 2(8). although not 
completely characterized experimentally, it is believed 
that their functions are analogous to HCV proteins(15). 
Thus, after cleavage by cellular peptidases, nS2 is first 
protease activated(16). its C-terminal portion contains a 
protease domain, which together with the n-terminal 
domain of nS3 catalyze the cleavage between nS2 and 
nS3(16). it is believed that in the GBV-C the nS2 functions, 
such as: inhibition of apoptosis, modulation of gene ex-
pression and nS5a phosphorylation(16). nS3 is versatile 
and has serine protease activity, rna helicase and nu-
cleotidase (nTPase)(17).  its helicase domain is related to 
the initiation of rna synthesis by dissociation of nascent 
rna tapes and their molds(17). nS4a is a cofactor of the 
serine protease and is responsible for nS3/nS4a cleava-
ge of all subsequent proteins(12, 13, 14, 18, 19, 20). The nS5a and 
nS4B are poorly characterized, but it is known that nS4B 
protein recruits other components of the replicase to 
the site of viral replication and that nS5a interacts with 
the innate immune system(12, 13, 14, 18, 19, 20). The nS5b is the 
rna-dependent rna polymerase, which is essential for 
rna replication machinery(12, 13, 14, 18, 19, 20).

Using samples from around the world, the phyloge-
netic analysis of the genomic sequences of subtype GBV-C 
revealed the existence of six genotypes(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), directly 
related to the geographic region of origin, suggesting that 
GBV-C is an ancient virus that was disseminated to the mi-
gration of the population over the years(4,21).

The genetic diversity of GBV-C varies according to 
the different regions where the virus was detected; geno-
type 1 predominates mainly in West africa, genotype 2 in 
europe and USa, genotype 3 in asia, genotype 4 in the 
Southeast asian, genotype 5 in South africa and genotype 
6 in indonesia(22).

in a study of blood donors in Colombia, we assessed 
408 individuals, with a prevalence of 5.06% of GBV-C infec-
tion(23). of these, 41.6% had a genotype 2a, 33.3% the ge-
notype 1,  16.6% the genotype 3 and genotype 2b 8.3%(23).

in Brazil, few studies have been performed(24, 25). 

Most of them noted the predominance of genotypes 1 
and 2 with 8.3 to 17.6 % and from 82.4 to 91.7% of preva-
lence respectively(24, 25).

 GBV-C is the human virus most similar to HCV(6, 15). 
Through genomic sequence analysis we found a homology 
of about 30% of their amino acids(6, 15). a gene region that 
has the highest homology is nS3, or the coding region of 
the viral helicase(6, 15). The gene portions encoding the viral 
envelope proteins e1 and e2 have the highest differences 
between these viruses(6, 15).

Replication cycle proteins comprising the GbV-C

The replication cycle of the proteins that composes 
the GBV-C has not been clarified, it is believed that repli-
cation occurs in the cytoplasm, the same way it occurs the 
flavivirus replication of single-stranded rna with positive 
polarity by the synthesis of a rna molecule of negative 
polarity, which serves as a sample for the production of 
new positive tapes(26).  

The GBV-C, despite being called hepatitis G virus, 
has little or no tropism for hepatocytes and hepatic repli-
cation is little described(27). These findings were demons-
trated by alter et al., in 1997, by inoculating the virus in 
primates chimpanzees and failed to show signs of liver 
disease(27).

The GBV-C has tropism for lymphocytes and their 
replication occurs early in mononuclear cells of peripheral 
blood as T CD4+ lymphocytes, B lymphocytes, bone mar-
row and spleen(28).

transmission of GbV-C

infection with GBV-C is common throughout the 
world, and can be transmitted by parenteral, sexual and 
maternal and child routes(5, 29, 30).

The parenteral route is the most important, mainly 
through blood transfusion and blood products(5). The GBV-
C has high rates of prevalence in injecting drug users, he-
mophiliacs, hemodialysis and transplant patients(5).

indirect evidence of parenteral transmission of 

 Subject  Author/year Journal Electronic 
Database 

Deinhardt, et al. 1967 Journal of Experimental Medicine MEDLINE 
Simons, et al. 1995 Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences MEDLINE 
Simons, et al. 1996 Journal of Virology MEDLINE 
Linnen, et al. 1996 Science MEDLINE 
Leary, et al. 1996 Journal Medicine Virology MEDLINE 
Nakao, et al. 1997 Virology MEDLINE 
Xiang, et al. 1998 Journal of Virology MEDLINE 

Tucker; Smuts, 2000 Journal of Medicine Virology MEDLINE 
Pavesi, 2001 Jounal of Molecular Evolution MEDLINE 

Oliveira, et al. 2002 Memórias do Instituto Oswaldo Cruz LILACS 
Pang, et al. 2002 Journal EMBO MEDLINE 
Xiang, et al. 2002 Journal of virol hepatitis MEDLINE 

Nishiya, et al. 2003 Instituto de Medicina Tropical de São Paulo SciELO 
Penin, et al. 2004 Hepatology MEDLINE 

Berzsenyi, et al. 2005 Journal of Clinical Virology MEDLINE 
Franck, et al. 2005 Journal of Virology MEDLINE 

Berzsenyi, et al. 2006 Journal of infectious diseases MEDLINE 
Appel, et al. 2006 Journal of Biological Chemistry MEDLINE 

Marmor, et al. 2006 Journal of Urban Health MEDLINE 
Mohr; Stapleton, 2009 Journal of Viral Hepatitis MEDLINE 

Characteristics of the 
viral particle and its 

genome 

Mora, et al. 2011 Virology Journal MEDLINE 

Alter, et al. 1997 New England Journal of Medicine MEDLINE 
Fogeda, et al. 1999 Journal Virology MEDLINE 

Replication cycle of 
proteins comprising 

the GBV-C Li, et al. 2006 AIDS MEDLINE 

Feucht, et al. Journal of Clinical  Microbiology MEDLINE 
Novikov, 2000 Abstract of Dissertation for Canditate of Medical Sciences MEDLINE 

Abe, 2001 Japanese Journal of Infectious Diseases MEDLINE 
Halasz, et al. 2001 Scandinavian Journal of Infectious Diseases MEDLINE 

Ribeiro dos Santos, et al. 2002 European Journal of Clinica MEDLINE 
Oliveira, et al. 2002 Memórias do Instituto Oswaldo Cruz LILACS 
Ramia, et al. 2004 International Journal of STD AIDS MEDLINE 

Berzsenyi, et al. 2005 Journal of Clinical Virology MEDLINE 

Transmission of GBV-C 

Hamezani, et al. 2008 Journal Gastrointestin liver disease MEDLINE 

Leary, et al. 1996 Journal of Medicine Virology MEDLINE 
Feucht, et al. 1997 Journal of Clinical  Microbiology MEDLINE 

Gutierrez, et al. 1997 Journal of Medical Virology MEDLINE 
Hassoba, et al. 1998 Journal of Medical Virology MEDLINE 
Tillmann, et al. 2001 New England Journal of Medicine MEDLINE 

Diagnosis and 
detection of GBV-C 

Stapleton, 2003 Seminars Liver Disease MEDLINE 

Linnen, et al. 1997 Journal of Virology Hepatitis MEDLINE 
Halasz, et al. 2001 Scandinavian Journal of Infectious Diseases MEDLINE 

Ilchenko, et al. 2003 Hepatology MEDLINE 
Frrey, et al. 2002 Clinical Infectious Diseases MEDLINE 

Pathogenesis of GBV-C 

Boodran, et al. 2011 Journal of Viral Hepatitis MEDLINE 

Toyoda, et al. 1998 Journal Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndromes MEDLINE 
Heringlake, et al. 1998 Journal of Infectious Diseases MEDLINE 

Lefrére, et al. 1999 Journal of Infectious Diseases MEDLINE 
Sabin, et al. 1999 Journal Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndromes MEDLINE 
Xiang, et al. 2001 New England Journal of Medicine MEDLINE 

Tillmann, et al. 2001 New England Journal of Medicine MEDLINE 
Stapleton, 2003 Seminars Liver Disease MEDLINE 

Coinfection between 
GBV-C and HIV 

Nunnari, et al. 2003 Annals of Internal Medicine MEDLINE 

Xiang, et al. 2001 New England Journal of Medicine MEDLINE 
Nattermann, et al. 2003 AIDS MEDLINE 

Williams, et al. 2004 New England Journal of Medicine MEDLINE 
Xiang, et al. 2004 Lancet MEDLINE 
Xiang, et al. 2006 PLosONE MEDLINE 

Kaufman, et al. 2007 AIDS MEDLINE 
Giret, et al. 2009 AIDS MEDLINE 

Mechanisms of the  
beneficial effect of 
GBV-C against HIV 

Zappia, et al. 2011 Memórias do Instituto Oswaldo Cruz SCIELO 

Martin, et al. 2011 Journal of Colloid and Interface Science MEDLINE 
Fernandez, et al. 2012 Journal of Peptide Science MEDLINE 

Future prospects of 
GBV-C 

Sarah, et al. 2012 PLosONE MEDLINE 
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GBV-C are higher frequencies detected of this virus in 
groups at high risk of infection for hepatitis B and C who 
have similar ways of transmission(31).

in a study performed by Berzsenyi et al., in 2005 
were assessed individuals considered healthy, with no 
risk factors for sexually transmitted diseases and normal 
transaminases rates(6). The study found 1.9% of patients 
positive for GBV-C(6). of these individuals, 6.8% were on 
hemodialysis, 18.2% were HiV positive, 24.4% were HCV 
positive, 28.8% were intravenous drug users, 21.1% had 
received a blood transfusion and 35.2% were hemophi-
liacs(6). These findings indicate that the prevalence of GBV-
C varies according to the population studied(6).

Few studies on the transmission of GBV-C were 
performed in Brazil(25). in the state of Goiás, a study was 
performed in order to investigate the prevalence of GBV-C 
in 241 blood donors(25). of these, 17 (7.1%) were positive 
for GBV-C(25).

Sexual transmission of GBV-C is of great importan-
ce. in research performed by Hamezani, et al., in 2008 in 
iran, were assessed the frequency of GBV-C in 82 patients 
infected with HiV(32). The researchers found 10.97% pre-
valence of coinfection GBV-C/HiV and of these co-infec-
ted subjects, 13.7% had only risk factors for transmission 
and 6.7% parenteral risk factors only for sexual transmis-
sion(32). This study suggests that sexual transmission is very 
efficient in individuals without risk factors for parenteral 
transmission(32).

a study performed in Brazil with 1,039 individuals 
in the city of São Paulo showed a greater prevalence of 
GBV-C and sexually active individuals who perform risky 
sexual practices, such as men who have sex with men(33).

The maternal-infant transmission of GBV-C has also 
been documented, a survey that examined african chil-
dren with mothers positive for GBV-C found rates of 15% 
of children infected by the same virus(5). Halasz et al., in 
2001 found 89% of vertical transmission, suggesting ho-
wever that more research should be performed to verify 
the persistence of GBV-C and spontaneous healing in chil-
dren infected by this route of transmission(34).

Diagnosis and detection of GbV-C 

Most asymptomatic individuals infected with GBV-
C clear the virus after development of antibodies(35). These 
antibodies are produced against the viral envelope glyco-
protein e2 (anti-e2 )(35). The encountering of these antibo-
dies is indicative factor that the individual has been expo-
sed to the virus(29, 36). immunoenzymatic techniques (eLiSa 
) are used to detect the presence of anti-e2, indicating ble-
aching and immunization against the viral reinfection(29, 36). 
Due to be an anti-e2 neutralizing antibody, if present, the 

subject is unlikely to present viremia, which occurs only in 
1% of the cases, suggesting that anti-e2 is associated with 
previous infection(37).

The molecular diagnostics for detecting exposure 
to GBV-C is also of great importance. Molecular biology 
tests such as rT-PCr (reverse transcription polymerase 
chain reaction) lead to the detection of viral rna in se-
rum or plasma from patient suspected(15, 37). The technique 
of viral nucleic acid amplification by rT-PCr, nested PCr 
or real time - PCr use mostly the method of 5’ UTr, nS3 
and nS5 because they are the most conserved regions of 
the genome do GBV-C(15, 37). The finding of viral rna is in-
dicative of virema or active infection(15, 37). according the 
mentioned above, it would be of great importance that 
studies aiming at estimating the exposure GBV-C would 
use both methods for detection of rna GBV-C and anti-
e2(15, 37). a study of GBV-C virus performed by Hassoba et 
al., in 1998, studied if a group of positive anti-e2 patients 
in need of liver transplant, continue with this antibody af-
ter transplantation, and if the anti-e2-positive patients af-
ter transplantation were protected against GBV-C against 
re-infection(38). The researchers concluded that although 
liver transplantation cause immunosuppression, the anti-
e2 remained being detected in positive individuals earlier. 
Further, they found that the presence of anti-e2 appear to 
prevent reinfection(38).

Pathogenesis

The mechanism responsible for the development 
of hepatitis induced by GBV-C is not clear today. although 
this virus have been discovered in a patient with hepatitis 
and existing case reports of acute and chronic hepatitis G, 
the hepatotropism remains controversial(39).

Halasz, et al., in 2001, through a histological re-
search performed on the liver of patients infected with 
this viral agent believe that there is no association be-
tween the presence of GBV-C and changes in hepatic 
cells(34). The same results were found by Boodram, et al., 
in 2011(40).

even facing these conflicts in the literature regar-
ding the pathogenicity of hepatitis G virus, most authors 
believe that GBV-C is probably not virulent or a virus as-
sociated with severe liver disease; it does not impair the 
liver disease already installed and also that the liver is not 
its primary site of infection(41).

Therefore, studies suggest that GBV-C leads to deve-
lopment of liver injury in infected individuals are contradic-
tory, and it was not possible to prove that this association 
exists(42). For this reason, Linnen et al., in  1997 believed 
that through the literature data the nomenclature “hepati-
tis G (GBV-C)” can be replaced only by GB-C virus(42).
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GbV-C co-infection with HiV

Studies available show that co-infection of GBV-C 
and HiV brings favorable prognosis for HiV-infected pa-
tients, with the progression of HiV to aiDS more slowly 
with increased rates of T CD4+ cells providing greater sur-
vival at HiV-infected individuals(2,3,7).

HiV is transmitted by sexual, parenteral and ma-
ternal and child routes,  and such routes also dissemina-
te other agents, including GBV-C, which explains the high 
rate of GBV-C infection in HiV-positive patients(43).

Today, GBV-C coinfection with HiV is considered fre-
quent, since as mentioned earlier these two viruses have 
efficient transmission by sexual and parenteral routes hi-
ghlighting the importance of studies to assess this asso-
ciation(37).

The first study relating GBV-C and HiV was perfor-
med by Toyoda et al. 1998 in Japan, attracting the inte-
rest of the scientific community on this coinfection(2). The 
survey was performed with 41 hemophiliacs infected with 
HiV by blood transfusion(2). The researchers besides ha-
ving found a 27% prevalence of GBV-C coinfection and HiV, 
suggested the beneficial effect of GBV-C in HiV-positive 
patients, since these patients showed a decrease in HiV 
viral load(2). Despite this finding, the researchers failed to 
demonstrate that the GBV-C would lead to a decrease in 
time to progression to aiDS, but opened up a range for 
further studies relating the GBV-C and HiV(2).

also in the same period, Heringlake, et al. 1998 per-
formed a survey of 197 individuals from Germany, positive 
for HiV, which sought to verify the influence of the GBV-C 
in HiV patients group(3). The infection to GBV-C was found 
in 16.8% of HiV-infected individuals, whereas the preva-
lence of anti-e2 was 56.8%(3). The researchers also found 
that HiV-positive patients with active infection of GBV-C 
(16.8%) had a count of T CD4+ cells higher than the positi-
ve anti-e2 and negative for GBV-C(3).

Studies performed by Sabin, et al.,in 1999 assessed 
the mortality of 94 British hemophiliacs co-infected with 
GBV-C and HiV (44). The researchers found no significant 
difference on the influence GBV-C on the mortality of pa-
tients infected with HiV(44). one should take into conside-
ration that this study did not differentiate the patients 
with active infection of GBV- C from those who showed  
anti-e2, and all patients were considered as exposed to 
the GBV-C virus(44).

in contrast to the team of Sabin, in the same year,  
Lefrére, et al., in 1999, confirmed the results found by 
Toyoda and Heringlake in 1998 in a survey performed in 
approximately five years, with 97 French-infected HiV pa-
tients(43). The study revealed that the group infected with 
GBV-C had larger T CD4+ counting, with a less progression 

to aiDS emphasizing that the beneficial effect of GBV-C in 
HiV-positive population(43). Furthermore, it was observed 
that among the patients with active infection of GBV-C, 
only 39% required to start antiretroviral therapy, whereas 
68% of patients infected only with HiV needed antiretro-
viral drugs(43).

Following the same line of research, Tillmann, et 
al., in 2001 performed a study with 197 patients with HiV, 
using antiretroviral therapy (arT)(36). The researchers sou-
ght to elucidate the relationship between long-term GBV-
C and patients infected with HiV-aiDS(36).

The findings showed that patients positive for rna-
GBV-C had a lower HiV viral load with a slower advance 
to the disease than patients mono-infected with HiV(36). 
Furthermore, it was observed that individuals using arT 
co-infected with GBV-C also showed beneficial effects on 
their survival, an increase in the T CD4+ cells counting(36). 
With these findings researchers have confirmed that the 
relationship between the GBV-C virus and HiV is associa-
ted with reduced mortality in HiV-infected patients, even 
after the introduction of HaarT, suggesting that the pre-
sence of GBV-C inhibits HiV replication(36).

nunnari, et al. 2003 confirmed the study of Till-
mann et al. 2001 through findings that GBV-C would lead 
to increased patient survival, either before or after ini-
tiation of HaarT, with improvement in response of this 
therapy(36, 45). This study reinforced the findings regarding 
the beneficial effect on HiV patients co-infected with 
GBV-C(45).

Mechanisms of the beneficial effect of GbV-C against HiV

although the studies are controversial, there is 
strong evidence that GBV-C somehow may inhibit the re-
plication of HiV, where there are several hypotheses about 
the possible mechanisms by which this GBV-C exerts a 
protective effect, but these mechanisms are not comple-
tely elucidated(46).

Williams et al. 2004 studied 271 patients who were 
assessed from seroconversion for a period of 11 years 
through the analysis of infection and the presence of an-
ti-e2(46). it was found that GBV-C infection in HiV patients 
leads to increased survival in subjects with higher period 
of GBV-C infection and insofar presented clearing of GBV-
C, the patients had a worsening of the HiV infection(46). in 
this study the researchers suggested that these beneficial 
results are dependent on the time of HiV infection, or that 
is, the longer the duration of HiV infection the more the 
GBV-C will exert a protective effect, the fact that the oppo-
site results clarify the protective effect of GBV-C in other 
studies(46). Possible mechanisms of the protective effect of 
GBV-C against HiV infection are described below.
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inhibition of HiV replication

one of the hypotheses trying to explain the way in 
which the GBV-C minimizes the progression of HiV would 
be a direct inhibitory action of GBV-C in HiV replication, 
due to the fact that both viruses replicate in human pe-
ripheral blood mononuclear cells including on T CD4+, T 
CD8+ lymphocytes and B lymphocytes(7). This coinfection 
could affect the initial stages of the cycle of HiV binding 
and fusion to the target cell, reverse transcription, and 
then integrating into the genome of the host cell, produc-
tion of the provirus, among other, affecting HiV replication 
without increasing cellular toxicity(7).

induction of a cytokine profile favoring HiV infection

another hypothesis is that GBV-C/HiV coinfection 
would stimulate a  profile of positive immune response 
against HiV infection, inducing an increase in Th1 respon-
se through the production of iL-2, iL-12 and iFn gamma, 
by mononuclear cells stimulating cellular immune respon-
se(47).
Decreased expression of chemokine receptors

We also found that the mechanism of GBV-C in HiV 
progression has relation with the CCr5 and CXCr4 che-
mokine receptors, which are very important for the oc-
currence and progression of HiV transmission(48). Some 
strains of HiV utilize the CCr5 receptor for entry into tar-
get cell, while others use the CXCr4 co-receptor(48). in a 
study published by Xiang et al., in 2004, an in vitro study 
was performed where researchers inoculated GBV-C and 
HiV viruses in mononuclear cells(48).

The presence of GBV-C provides secretion of cytoki-
nes such as ranTeS, MiP-1α, MiP-1β, natural ligands of 
CCr5 and SDF-1, thus reducing the expression of CD4, CCr5 
and CXCr4 used by HiV for cell entry, and also found that 
co-infection led to an 23% reduction in HiV replication(48).

in a study by nattermann, et al., in 2003, they asses-
sed the expression of a cell receptor utilized by HiV, CCr5, 
in lymphocytes from HiV negative and positive patients 
with viremic and non viremic patients for GBV-C(49). The 
findings showed that GBV-C led to an increased secretion 
of cytokines and decreased expression of CCr5, which 
would explain why GBV-C lessen the progression of HiV(49).

in a study published by Giret, et al., in 2009, they 
assessed the effect of GBV-C infection in the activation 
of T cells in 48 patients with recent HiV infection(50). The 
findings confirmed the positive effects between the viral 
load of HiV-1 and rates of T CD8+ and CD38(50). it was also 
demonstrated that the GBV-C virus infection resulted in a 
decreased expression of CD38 on T CD4+ and T CD8+ and 

CCr5 cells on T CD8+ cells(50). The results were indepen-
dent of the viral load of HiV-1, the count of T CD4+ and T 
CD8+ cells(50). The authors stated further that the GBV-C 
virus infection is associated with less activation of T cells, 
and this can be a key mechanism for protecting the HiV-
infected patient, thereby reducing disease progression(50).

in contrast to the previous study, Zaapia,  et al., in 
2011, performed a study in a hospital in the city of São 
Paulo, which assessed the effect of GBV-C on the immu-
ne response to HiV(51). They assessed 159 individuals with 
chronic HiV infection, and 65 (40.8%) of these  had ma-
rkers of GBV-C infection(51). Despite the high prevalence, 
the presence of GBV-C had no effect on HiV replication in 
T CD4+ and CD8+ cell counting(51). The immune response 
by iFn-g, iL-2 and CD38 did not differ between the groups 
co-infected with GBV-C/HiV and only HiV-positive(51). The 
authors did not exclude the protective effect of GBV-C in 
early HiV infection, but they did not find this beneficial 
effect in patients coinfected with HiV in chronic phase(51).

it was observed that the e2 protein of GBV-C binds 
CD81 cells, promoting the release of ranTeS, with sub-
sequent internalization of CCr5 receptor of mononuclear 
cells by decreasing their expression on the surface of lym-
phocytes, which may block the HiV entry in the host cell(52).

Different genotypes exert different effects

Xiang in 2006 found that the non-structural protein 
nS5a of GBV-C has inhibitory action on the CXCr4 co-re-
ceptor by increasing its SDF-1 ligand, which reduces the 
entry of HiV into the host cell(47). Moreover, the authors 
found that when after the expression of nS5a of GBV-C, 
only genotypes 1, 2, 3 and 5 were able to inhibit the re-
plication of HiV, suggesting that different genotypes may 
exert different effects on the development of HiV infec-
tion(47).

Future perspectives on the GbV-C         

recently, Martin et al., in 2011, performed an in vi-
tro study to identify proteins in GBV-C which performs the 
function of inhibiting the activity of the gp41 surface pro-
tein of HiV, being this the fusion peptide of HiV into the 
target cell (53).  Were synthesized and studied 58 GBV-C 
peptides corresponding proteins e1 envelope (53). of these 
synthetic peptides, five showed a reduction in fusion activi-
ty of gp41 to a synthesized liposomal model membranes si-
milar to membrane of the target cell(53). The authors believe 
that these synthetic peptides may contribute to the develo-
pment new therapeutic agents for the treatment of aiDS(53).

another study with synthetic peptides derived from 
GBV-C was performed by Fernandez et al., in 2012(54). The 
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authors assessed the activity of a synthetically modified 
peptide derived from the e2 region of GBV-C, compared 
to gp41 from HiV(54). The study revealed that the modifica-
tions made to the peptide selected did not inhibit fusion 
of the 41 gp to the target cells(54). Studies with synthetic 
peptides are recent and despite being controversial, open 
a range for the scientific community to seek new alterna-
tives for HiV treatment, and a better understanding of the 
GBV-C viral agent(53, 54). 

Within this context, Sarah, et al., in 2012(55) perfor-
med an in vitro investigation of genome sequence of GBV-
C encoding a serine protease (nS3) assessing whether 
this protease somehow affects the cellular environment 
of lymphocyte by impairing the replication of HiV. rese-
archers found that when the nS3 protease of the GBV-C 
genome was expressed in a strain of human T CD4+ lym-
phocytes, the HiV replication in these lymphocytes signi-
ficantly decreased, and this reduction in replication was 
dependent from the nS3 dose tested. Moreover, the pre-
sence of nS3 of GBV-C on lymphocytes tested did not inhi-
bit the expression of CD4 e CXCr4 lymphocyte receptors 
that are used by HiV entry to the host cell.

coNcluSIoN

Therefore, even if the mechanisms leading to pro-
tective effect of GBV-C are controversial in the literature, 
scientific evidence lead us to believe that the GBV-C brin-
gs a improvement in the prognosis of patients infected 
with HiV. The hepatitis G virus appears to be distributed 
throughout the world population and it is believed that 
the prevalence is greater in individuals exposed to blood 
and blood products.

 The GBV-C does not have great clinical impact in 
infected patients and does not cause severe liver disea-
se, which leads to a detachment in detection of the viral 
agent and its antibodies in routine examinations. For this 
reason, in addition to the few specific studies of prevalen-
ce, we suppose that this virus is under-diagnosed and its 
prevalence underestimated in most regions of Brazil and 
the world. 

 Studies indicate that coinfection between GBV-C 
and HiV is a favorable prognostic factor for HiV-positive 
patients, deserving further investigation in the area, both 
approaching the prevalence of GBV-C co-infection with 
HiV and the possible mechanisms of viral interference. We 
know several regions in our country of high HiV prevalen-
ce, where genetic variation of the virus is the target of in-
terest to researchers. Through these studies we may have 
more information on GBV-C and its effects on HiV-positive 
patients. Current research of GBV-C that perform in vitro 

test for the capacity of different proteins forming part of 
its genome in inhibiting the replication of HiV is something 
promising for the population. Given that the resistance to 
antiviral drugs is a problem faced for many HiV-positive 
patients, the development of antiviral drugs to contribute 
with new treatment strategies for HiV is needed.
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